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Panther's owner
defends decision
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

lady's melody
Pryor performs the song "When Malady Sings" at the variety show Monday night at Dvorak Concert
James has won numerous national awards as a jazz pianist and also is a member of the Eastern
· University Jazz Band.

nguage lab fundea for repairs
ERYLLARSON
AVID M. PUTNEY .
e former Eastern Foreign
uage Lab, which has been
ked for a year because it has
into disrepair, might finally
,OOO for renovations Tuesending three years of unsucattemptfto genhe money.
e are building an enti'fe1y new
language lab from scratch,"
eribert Breidenbach, foreign
ge department chair. "The
language lab has been nononal'for three years and can't
Executive Committee of the
of Governors of state coland universities will hold a
teleconference meeting in
gfield Tuesday to decide
er to approve the proposed
ations and added equipment
tern's foreign language labe BOG is considering the
ctional Foreign Language

Laboratory on Tuesday and not at
the regularly scheduled BOG meeting in three weeks because Eastern
hopes to have the laboratory completed and ready for student use by
spring semester, according to
Michelle Brazell, BOG spokeswoman.
The estimated cost for the project is $310,205 and must be
approved by the BOG before it can
be spent, Brazell said. Renovations
will begin immediately if the bids
are approved by the BOG, and
work is expected to be completed
by Jan. 13, said Charles Colbert,
Eastern 's vice president for financial affairs.
Breidenbach said the completed
lab, located in Coleman Hall Room
104, will be the most up-to-date
language lab in the state.
''The new lab will contain audio
(and) audio-visual equipment,
computers and will have a satellite
dish to bring in foreign language
television programs," he said.
Breidenbach said the old lab
contains only audio equipment that

has fallen into disrepair because the
company that made it is out of
business. Eastern has been trying to
get funding for a new lab for three
years, but the Illinois Board of
Higher Education has always
turned down the request, he said.
As welcome as the new renovations will be, the BOG request does
not include money for a lab instructor to run all the new technology,
which might pose a problem,
Breidenbach said.
"We will have students man the
desk, but that is not the same as
having a lab instructor," he said.
Breidenbach said the new lab
will accommodate up to 50 students. Students use the lab on their
own time to supplement the threeday-a-week foreign language classes, he said.
"The lab will be used primarily
for foreign language teaching," he
said. "The department of speech
pathology will also be using the lab
for several hours a week. You can't
learn a foreign language by meeting three times a week."

As of Monday Mike Bickers,
owner of the Panther Lounge, had
not yet received a letter from
Eastern President David Joms asking him to remove pictures several
Eastern minority groups have
called "insensitive and offensive."
"No one has asked me to take
(the pictures) down at this point,"
Bickers said.
Bickers also responded to the
letter he was told President Joms
and others addressed to him.
"I'd like to see (Jorns) in person
and that's the best way to handle
it," Bickers said.
But even though Joms' letter of
protest has not even reached the
hands of the Panther's owners,
another may be soon on the way.
The controversy covering the
Panther's plaques reached Board
of Governor's Chancellor Thomas
Layzell, who will be writing a letter of complaint similar to that of
Joms.
"The chancellor talked with Dr.
Joms about his letter (Monday),"
said Michelle Brazell, BOG
spokeswoman. "He agreed with
sentiments in that letter."
Problems concerning the bar
arose when several black students
complained about allegedly racist
pictures that depict a black man
carrying a water jug, wearing a
bib and holding a bottle of liquor
and Sambo, an old-time black
character, wearing a bell boy outfit posing as a waiter.
The letter from Jorns' office
which asked Bickers to consider
removing the pictures, was dated
Nov. 13. The letter states:
"As you may be aware, two of
the antique advertisements on display at your bar were featured
today (Nov. 13) in a front page
Daily Eastern News article entitled "Panther Lounge Pictures
Insult Minorities."
The letter continued by mentioning the caricatures portrayed
as "painful stereotypes."

• Bar compliance
checks yield two
liquor code violations. See story
page 3.
"It is obvious, however, that
these caricatures are offensive to
many members of this community."
In the letter, Jorns asked that
Bickers, who is a businessman
dependent on the support of the
university and the community,
should feel equally sensitive to the
need for all our students to feel
welcome at Eastern.
For this reason, the letter stated,
"We (the faculty and student
body) are personally asking that
you consider removing the caricatures on display at your establishment."
Michelle Brazell, BOG spokeswoman, said, "Many, many students on campus are upset about
this. It's an important issue and
the chancellor feels something
needs to be resolved. He indicated
to the president he would write (a
letter) if the president thought it
would be helpful."
Bickers added he is the
spokesman for the bar because he
was involved with the pictures in
the beginning.
"Before any decision is made
(about taking the pictures down), I
would like to look somebody in
the eye when I'm talking,"
Bickers said. "It could have possibly been black people who produced the photos. I'm an auctioneer, and people don't have any
idea. The photos could be creating
jobs for 500 black people. Nobody
has researched it far enough; it's
ridiculous."
Bickers asked in reference to
the pictures, "Would a normal
human being bring up such a

+ Continued on page 2

ssistant physics professor Kinderman dies at age 49
susa Kinderman, a former faculty
ber of Eastem's physics department,
at 10:55 a.m. Sunday (Nov. 15, 1992)
home in Northridge, Calif. of breast
. She was49.
derman was born Dec. 25, 1942 in
ria, Tarlac in the Phillippines, the
hter of Ambrosio and Marcelina
z. Before joining Eastern 's Physics
ent in 1989 as an associate profesKinderman taught physics at the
sity of Minnesota, Carnegie-Mellon
ity in Pittsburgh and UCLA.
was an excellent teacher, and she
ways active in the department," said

Doug Davis, physics department chairman.
"She was a very creative woman who
always wanted to try new ideas."
A memorial scholarship has been established in her name, a university press
release said.
"Dr. Kinderman was a great woman, and
she will be very sorely missed," Davis said.
Kinderman contributed to the improvement and development of the campus curriculum. She assisted in creating the course
on modem physics and, in addition, helped
with the integrated core curriculum and
helped design cultural and multicultural
awareness courses.
Davis said he believes Kinderman was a
great woman because she took teaching
very seriously, and she was very concerned

with her students. She got excited when
they understood something, he added.
"In (1990) she went to a conference in
North Carolina about computers and teaching physics," Davis said. "From this conference, she tried many new and creative
ideas in the department."
In addition to her other educational
experiences, Kinderman participated in the
Introductory University Physics Project,
which was jointly sponsored by the
American Association of Physics Teachers
and the American ·Physical Society.
The Introductory University Physics project is a group that examines the needs of
students as they become practicing scien• Continued on page 2

Jesusa Kinderman
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Five candidates for associate VPAA
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

The associate vice president for academic affairs
search committee hopes to have on-campus interviews with candidates completed and recommendations on the provost's desk by the end of December,
said William Hine, search committee chair.
Hine said the committee has narrowed the field
from 50 candidates to four, and the interview process is expected to show the strengths and weaknesses of the four candidates. The committee will
not make the final decision, but will report its findings to Barbara Hill, provost and vice president for
academic affairs.
"We 're looking for someone who has a strong
record in higher education - someone who has been
involved in working with budgets, computers and
faculty, someone who would qualify as a senior
department member," Hine said. "It's a very important job."

Jerome Cain, assistant to the provost at Illinois
State University will be interviewing Tuesday;
Frank Fulkerson, associate dean of the college of
arts and science at Western Illinois University will
interview Nov. 30 and Dec. 1; Robert Belloli, coordinator of undergraduate studies at California State
University at Fullerton will interview Dec. 3; and
Terry Weidener, Eastem's acting vice president for
academic affairs will interview Dec. 7 and 8.
Eastern President David Jorns has promised to
include students and faculty in university decisions,
so the search committee will look for someone who
will be comfortable in such an atmosphere, Hine
said.
Hine said students have been included in the
search process. Student Senate member Bobby
Smith is working on the search committee and students can meet with Cain at 1:30 p.m. in Room 200
Blair Hall, he said.
"In the interviews, there will be forms the people
can fill out to give input," Hine said.

ENHANCIN
RACE
RELATIONS
ONCAMPU
&

FROM PAGE ONE
Panther's owner
+From page 1

thing?"
Bickers blames The Daily Eastern News for the
university wanting to take the pictures down.
"It's because of The Eastern News," Bickers
said. "(The issue) wouldn't have come up if it
wasn't for The Eastern News. All (staff at The
Daily Eastern News) are is a bunch of instigators."
Bickers said the whole situation is being taken
out of context.
"The pictures originate out of Mississippi and a
lot of the customers that buy them are black people. The pictures are not offensive at all and have
been in the bar ever since it was opened," he said.
Bickers said business has not been affected by
the controversy of the pictures.
"We get the same customers basically every
night. No new people," Bickers said.
Bickers wanted to make sure everyone knew
the pictures are up for sale adding the pictures, are

worth $20 apiece and generated mor~ money than
that at an auction last week.
"Anything that the bar owns is up for sale,"
Bickers said.
Bickers said he had several complaints about
The Daily Eastern News and its advertisers.
"(The Daily Eastern News) should research all
of their facts and they have so many common
errors," he said. "The Eastern News agitates all
the bars. It's a poor run organization, and if they
were to run for profit, they would be out of business a long time ago. If you don't believe me, call
the other advertisers; it's a joke," he said.
"The paper has slandered the Panther Lounge,"
he said. "Someone is liable when they slander."
"You (The Daily Eastern News) have slandered
the Panther Lounge and we are going to take it up
with our attorneys in Chicago," Bickers said.
"You don't slander people without repercussions."
Bickers said he prefers not to approach the
issue through letters an~ -OV((f ,th~ .PPP.ne. , ';i')" •

tists or engineers.
According to the university
press release, Kinderman brought
back many ideas and insights
from the Introductory University

Physics conferences to share with
her colleagues and students at
Eastern.
Kinderman was also active in
the QuiltWorks quilting group in
Charleston.
She is survived by her husband,

509 Van Buren

Off

BASS
5Qt
GUINESS
DOUBLE DIAMOND

o~n~

Albert Kinderman, whom she
married in 1970. Qther survivors
include her daughter, Ligaya, now
a student at UCLA; her son,
Francis; two brothers, Ambrosio
Jr. and Edward; and three sisters,
Marcelina, Dolores and Victoria.

DOJ'Y'T TELL TllEM llOW
YOU FEEL, SllOW TllEMI

BELLS FLOWER CORNER
featuring .
~
flowers for all Occasions
lt Balloon Bouquets
Everything You Need to Make Them Smile

IMPORT DRAFT NITE

~

An Interactive Vldeoconfer

Wed. November 18, _1992
12:00 n - 2:00 p~ Buzziu;d A
,Jt':~t

free and open to the public
sponsored by the Cultural Diversity Committee
part of the One Nation: Many Voices Lecture
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'P IZZA...TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14.)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

. Just

~

$5.95

PkaTe

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza

Additional toppings
regular charge.

Ch.tesion
909 181h &reet

I

348-7515

I
I
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nel dispells myths about Malcolm X
'te common myths and an

'n legacy, many students
have realized Malcolm X
to Mecca, Saudi Arabia as
his Islamic pilgrimage in
discovered it was wrong
h a blanket indictment
white race.
message, along with Mal's philosophy of separation
, were the main focus of a
ussion about Malcolm X
which also included a look
relationship between
X and Ellijah Mohamed.
1 of four Eastern profesin the Taylor Hall lobby to
Malcolm X, originally
Little, and to give stuhistory of the man and his
history.
Hall president Joe Flynn
the panel with help from
Jones, director of minority
.
BRIAN McCOY/Staff photographer
The panel, which consisted
fanel members (from left) Dr. Martin Harderman, Dr. Roger Beck, Dr. Janetta Jones, and Craig Eckert discussed the life and tried to dispel the
Roger Beck, Craig Eckert
" myths surrounding MalcomX's life.
in Hardeman, answered
social figure who had the power to ago that may have made fellow black leaders were few.
torical questions and then tling women.
"Stop singing and start swingIt was while in jail, experts con- influence many people. Eckert civil rights activist Martin Luther
'ons from the audience.
'storical part of the discus- tend, Malcolm X began to reform brought up a quote from one of King Jr. look ·like a saint and ing," Eckert quoted Malcolm X as
with Malcolm X's tough to the Islamic religion with help Malcolm X's speeches, "The ballad Malcolm X appear as a devil, saying in reference to King not
agreeing ·with his philosophy. This
or the bullet." Meant to show according to panelists.
a young child when his from his brothers and sisters.
Members of the panel agreed showed Malcolm X's confidence in
Eckert told audience members Malcolm X's enthusiasm for blacks
died and his mother was
to a state institution until when Malcolm X was released to start taking care of themselves, it Malcolm X evolved as a person and himself and his way of life.
Jones said that Malcolm X's
tual imprisonment for hus- from prison, he began to become a was an unpopular theme 35 years as a leader in a period of time when

U pleased with Jorns' action Two more bars fail
liquor code checks

as of-fensive as the statements
that Panther's owner, Mike
Bickers, made concerning minbers of Eastern 's Black ority patronage in his establishUnion said they were ment.
9' pJ~~4;pt~fI~SideJR ........:;I...fQ!Jn<l,. Bj.cl,<e.rs:,.st~tem,ents:~
Gfil ~ stlltive,pt!<i~ ~let~_.. 'f~J;)'.~gp~~1.1!..'.~ ~ai1~Q!\.~ell,.
Panther Lounge owner president of the BSU.
ickers asking that the picParlimentarii!n Shannon Ford,
which some minority stu- said the only problem that may
found offensive, be exist in the situation could
involve a lack of understanding
e Phillips, a member of the point of view minority stuU, said he was "amazed dents see.
"(Bickers) feels there's nothpressed" by Jorns' reacthe pictures termed "ra- ing wrong with the pictures,"
'nsensitive" by minority Ford said. "He doesn't' under- pictures which have stand that that part of history
d Panther'8 J1¥;...alls for , (Sambo) is hurtful to minority
years.
_
students. (Wanting the pictures
ink Jorns said something taken down), isn't anything
'ties) wanted to hear; and against him personally, it's just
ing something that had to lhe need to understand our point
," said Andrea Wright, a of view."
Other BSU members agreed
mber.
statement Jorns made is with Bell's statement.
Boyd said, "I'm not surprised
drilirable and is much
'ated by the Union," said at all that this kind of racial attitude exists in Central Illinois."
yd, a BSU member.
pictures, according to
All of the members who
emt>ers, were not nearly voic~d their opinions re-gaming

the latest controversy at Panther's said they were not aware
of the pictures on Panther's walls
until Friday's edition of The

time, Steidinger said.
Other bars checked this weekend were Mother's, 506 Monroe
"I believe that :all mi'n:orities
For the second time in two Ave., and Ted's Warehouse, 102 N.
find these pictures offensive, not
months,
Charleston police con- Sixth St. Both establishments
just blacks," Bell said.
ducted
compliance
checks of turned the informant away at the
Bell, referring. to the BSU
Charleston bars Friday night, find- door, police said.
meeting Tuesday, said, "This
ing two of the eight establishments
Both bars face a minimum of a
incident is going to be one of the
checked in violation of the city's $250 fine or a three-day suspenmajor issues brought up tomorliquor code.
sion of their license but also could
row night."
With the help of an 18-year-old receive a maximum fine of $1,000
BSU members have not yet
police informant, police will or a revocation of their liquor
decided on what action to ·take
charge the two liquor license hold- license.
concerning the Panther's inciers with admitting a patron under
Liquor license holders will have
dent, but they are considering an
19 years of age and serving a to go before Charleston Mayor and
attempt to put Bickers and the
minor.
Liquor Commissioner Wayne LanPanther Lounge out of business.
Ray Epperson of My Place man in a hearing to make a plea to
"I'm not sure if (the tavern)
Lounge, 727 Seventh St., and the complaint of admitting a patron
should be closed yet, but I think
David Gherardini of Friends arid under the age of 19 to enter their
the issue should be brought up
Company, 509 Van Buren Ave., establishment and serving a minor.
with the Chamber of Commerce
were both served complaints by The date of the hearing has pot yet
or the mayor of Charleston," Bell
the
Charleston Police Department been scheduled.
said.
late Monday afternoon, said Shift
"We don't want 17- and 18Boyd said, "I don't think PanCommander Lt. R.C. Fisher.
year-olds in the bars," Lanman
ther's should be closed; but even
Using the same procedure as said. "I realize it's a hardship on
if it was I don't 'think it would
they
did in similar raids last 18-year-old college students
make any difference, because
month,
police instructed the infor- because they have no where else to
racism is a state of mind, and
..,._ _........____ .........- .........._ ....-..1..--.--._.:.J......-+..:
lli:llll LU
<111
IU'IVIU..lgo, our-it's the law. Cunrpltanct:
tllat is not~o1~to change."
fication card to bouncers and then checks will continue only if we
procede to buy alcohol. After pur- keep receiving complaints."
chasing alcohol, the informant left
Lanman said the complaints
the building and returned with from parents concerned about
criminal trespassing and mob police to get a positive identifica- minors in the bars are still the drivtion on the bartender who served ing force behind the compliance
action.
checks. Steidinger said he received
Police arrested the following her.
Charleston Police Chief Herb information from underage suspeople: Matthew Rimar, 20, of
1418 Sixth St.; Rich Livingston, Steidinger said the focus of the pects arrested for alcohol-related
21, of 1030 Seventh St.; Jerrod checks were to follow up on the incidents as to what bars served
Gerlick, 21, of Sandwhich, Ill.; four bars who were not found in them. The bars reported were
Kristan Crawford, 22, of 2204 compliance in the last set ofTaids. included in this months' compliNinth St.; and Nicole Hutchinson, Those establishments were Jerry's ance checks, he added.
Pizza and Pub, 1508 Fourth St.,
As a result of the compliance
22, of 1410 Sixth St.
Shift Commander Lt. R.C. Panther Lounge, 1421 Fourth St., checks in October, the liquor licFisher said police were dis- Thirsty's Tavern, 221 Sixth St., ense holders of Jerry's, Panther's,
patched to Roe's, 410 Sixth St., to and Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St. Thirsty's and Roe's were all fined
respond to a fight. When officers All four were in compliance this $1,000.
appeared on the scene, Fisher said
a crowd including the above indivictuals became violent, forcing ·Correction
them to use chemical dispersents.
Senior Edson Castillo was incorrectly identified as Bill Korosec in
No officers were hurt during the
the· football photo on page 12 of Monday's edition of The Daily
incident.
• Mark Metzger, 21, of 420 Eastern News. However, Castillo did rush for 211 yards on 21 carries to
West State was arrested Sunday lead Eastern to a 28-7 win over Western Kentucky.
for disorderly conduct.
.... , The News regrets the error.

Daily Eastern News.

bbery investigation continues
ston police continue to
an armed robbery that
d Saturday night at a
station.
bier at the Kerr-McGee
station, 1102 Madison,
edly held at gunpoint by
wn male robber who de-

ined amount of money,
rts indicate he fled the
ent on foot.
Hite, a cashier who was
during the robbery, said
more than one person
been involved.
cashier on duty at the
me that he suspected
was more than one perthe_ ro-t~bery

because he heard a car start when
the robber left," Hite said.
Hite also gave a physical description of the robber according to
what the on-duty cashier told him.
Hite said that the male was about
5-foot-eight inches tall, wearing a
red winter coat and black ski
mask. Charleston police reports
confirm the suspect was a male
and wore a black ski mask.
Charleston Police Chief Herb
Steidinger refused comment on
th.e case, citing its continuing
investigation. No arrests have yet
been made.
In other items among Charleston Police Department reports
Monday:
• Five individuals were arrested
early Sunday morning outside of
Roe's Tavern on charges of taunting a police dog, ob~tructing jus_.tice,_ resi_s_ti11R_a_ P9.h~~ 9ffi.c~_r. _.. _____ . _·_. _·______.__,___ ·_.. ·,'..

By EAN ESKRA
Staff writer
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represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Jorns deserves
pat on the back
for intervention
In light of recent incidents, jorns deserves a
pat on the back for his intervention and support of the minority community.
On Friday, The Daily Eastern News reported several pictures hanging from the tavern
walls, depicting an exaggerated black man
carrying a water jug, wearing a bib and holding a bottle of liquor and another portrait of
Sambo wearing a bellboy outfit posing as a
waiter.
jorns made an assertive move by sending a
letter to owner of The Panther Lounge
requesting that the exaggerated pictures of a black
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ man and a Sambo be

Panther's has been in trouble bef
This is my third year at Eastern
with Panther's admittance of people under the
and I think by now, with all the
19.
involvement I have with various
• In November of 1984, current owner Mike
clubs, groups and organizations, I
and former co-owner Jim·Sears had the establ
can safely say I know this universuspended for two weeks after violating a
sity pretty well.
code violation which calls for a parking space
And for the past three years
two seats in the building.
one thing about the local bars has
• In February of 1986, Panther's along with
Charleston bars. was fined $ 125 after being
remained the same. The Panther
.~ · guilty of a city ordinance prohibiting the sale of
Lounge, commonly known as
Panther's, has gained the reputato minors.
tion as the "freshman bar."
Cassie
• In February 1989, Panther's served a three
pension as a result of a 1986 accusation for
Panther's has been in and out Simpson
liquor ori a Sunday.
of trouble since I was a freshman.
That year, over Labor Day weekend, there was a big
• In August 1989, Panther's - under the o
bar bust by the Charleston, county and state police of Isbell - had his liquor license suspended
departments and 6 7 people under the age of 19 were weeks on charges of serving alcohol to two ml
Those charges were made after an Eastern
caught patronizing Panther's, cited for violating the 19year-old bar-entry age. One was also charged with and a Charleston resident admitted to consuml
hol in the two bars prior to getting into a car
underaged drinking.
I honestly and openly admit I was one of those peo- in late-January 1989.
ple and I was punished .for it, receiving a $ 100 fine.
• In April 1990, Panther's, along with nl
I was 18 and wanted to have fun and that's where bars, was suspended for one week for violating
everyone I knew went to have fun. At the time, it was ordinance prohibiting the serving of alcohol to
the easiest place to get into and you didn't even have
• Recently, on Oct. 1, an 18-year-old poll
to fake your ID.
mant was admitted into the bar and was able
There were also people caught by the bust who served at the bar.
weren't even in college yet. Yes, high school students
Several years ago. the Charleston City Cou
were caught at Panther's.
sldered raising the bar entry age to 21 instead
Recently, there's been an uproar about two pictures Ing It at 19 because of alcohol-related pr
that have a place of honor on the walls at Panther's. caused by underage drinkers.
One Is of a black man carrying a water jug, wearing a
At the time, I was totally against the acti
bib and holding a bottle of liquor. The other picture has still am simply because there isn't anything et
in this town. But, if the bar entry age is 19,
Sambo wearing a bell boy outfit posing as a waiter.
Minorities at Eastern say the two pictures carry racial
needs to be enforced.
implications and are offended by them. If I were black,
Panther's is not far from controversy The
I would be very offended. And even though I'm not three years ago and the recent bust has proved
black, I'm still offended and sympathize with other
..,._
.people's feelings on the matter.
- Cassie Simpson ls associate news~ltor
But, I believe the matter goes much deeper than just ular columnist for The Daily Easteru ~ews.
the offensive pictures. I believe the real problem Is

M'( ~oc:,s) \'\\~16~'E~~
\C:.t-l~~ MB :I: N\ ~O\ ~~~
p.,. "O CCR- t-1\ I\"-.) I 6 UT ('..)..)
A1Ctn~ \ p...~ W E.t...L. I
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taken off the wall. He
needs to be commended.
It is rare that and incoming president- let
alone a president at Eastern- would be so
actively involved with issues that directly
affect students
'
Rarely did our previous president, Stan
Rives, take on cases involving student awareness. The records show that he took little
interest or made pertinent steps to change
any student affairs.
.
Rives, in fact, was more involved in faculty
controversies and interventions than any student concerns. Often, he reserved himself to
the president's box with student senate members.
· The student body had little place in his
term, but jorns has dennitely put a feather in
his hat with his present move.
Can jorns keep up the flow? We hope so.
Maybe the campus, in its present state, needs
an outspoken president for student needs.
He has taken steps to make sure the student body is kept involved in his every move
and the decisions he will make that will affect
the university. Furthermore, jorns has set up
weekly meetings with The Daily Eastern News
to use as a liaison from the president's office
to the student body.
jorns is definitely taking the right steps to
becoming a student's president and someone
the student's can depend on.
That's exactly the way to get a president's
job done. If he can keep it up, he will definitely be a good leader.

......

~~~

Your turn•••
Health Service
'experts' lack
real expertise
Dear editor:

I am writing on behalf of every
student that has been, is and will be
ill and has to go to the Health
Service. I can understand waiting an
average of two hours for medical
attention, but the "expert" medical
advice at the Health Service is awful.
My roommate has been sick for
the last two months and had been to
Health Service 1 1 times. On those
visits. she was told that she had
bronchitis, a cold and stress from
emotional problems. They prescribed seven different medications
which actually made her feel worse
than before she had taken them.
I told her to get a test for
mononucleosis before she had the
signs of having the illness. She went
to the Health Service four more
times for a mononudeosls test and

was told she "was imagining it." The
last time, she Insisted that she wanted the test. After receiving a lecture
from the doctor about "mono tests
are expensive, and I know that you
don't have it," they gave her the test.
Two hours later, she found that she
did have mono.
What Is going on here? We pay
$20,CXX> to attend this learning institution to be told that tests for health
needs are too expensive unless you
know you have the disease. I am
well aware of the financial situation
that this school is facing. but let's get
our priorities into perspective. A student's health is more Important than
money.
Holly Harbaugh

Madonna book
is more aWful
than it is artful
Dear editor:

I am amazed at the reaction of our
society about Madonna's new book
"Sex." While some believe the book

is totally disgusting, others
this book as some sort of
Bible. How can anyone bet
this book has a positive
society?
On "Geraldo" they di
book, and many of the
were trying to prove this
some beneficial use in t
.ety. I have yet to hear an
proving this to be true. How
immoral book be allowed to
lished just because it is
who is involved?
In the article in The Daily
News ("Madonna's hot, her
not, Wednesday, Nov.
Sepich said "It's typical
she's been doing the same
she did 10 years ago. pr
sex. I would be offended. but
like Madonna... "
It is this kind of attitude
this kind of trash to be pu
Bill Clinton published a
hjs sexual fantasies, woul
accepted by society? I thl
Let's stop accepting gar
because It's typically Mado
Sc«*
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ideoconference discusses race
erence, "Enhancing Race
son Campus," will join an
panel that will discuss posiethods and solutions to
race relations on college
'versity campuses.
videoconference will take
from noon until 2 p.m. Wedin the Buzzard Building

Civil ·rights speaker
covers racial issues
By SUSAN MCCOURT
Staff writer

Black education in America,
women's rights and the history of
racism will be some of the sub·um.
jects covered as a top U.S. civil
rights commissioner brings her
event will be broadcast live
ashington D.C. This videonationwide speaking tour to
ce will take place during
Eastern Wednesday.
al Diversity Week and is
Activist Mary Frances Berry
ed by the Cultural Diverwill be guest speaking about
·nee.
racism on college campuses at 7
netta Jones, director for
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
ty Student Affair~, said she
this conference will offer
Union. A reception will immedisolutions.
ately follow the lecture.
of the things that attracted
Eastern's Cultural Diversity
tural Diversity committee
Committee will be sponsoring the
free public lecture and video conJS videoconference was
ference. The presentation will kick
e it emphasizes practical
ns to improving race rela- ., · off the 1992-93 lecture series,
"One Nation, Many Voices."
Jones said.
s said she believes Eastern
Berry has received 17 honorary
r race relations than other
ities, but at any time, trou- be worked on."
The videoconference is part of
d arise.
e relations is like marriage series performed by Black Issues
if it is taken for granted, In Higher Education.
can begin," Jones said. "It
The panelists speaking at the
thing that always needs to videoconference are Julianne Mal-

degrees, as well as several awards
for her scholarly activities and her
public services. She has been
Commissioner of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights since
1980. Berry currently serves as
the Geraldine R. Segal professor
of American social thought at the
University of Pennsylvania.
,
An interactive video conference, "Enhancing Race Relations
on Campus," will accompany the
lecture. The video will consist of
an economist, two university presidents, a multi-cultural curriculum
specialist, a professor of history
and a professor of ethnic studies.
These individuals will be discussing different solutions involving racial problems on college
campuses throughout the country.
Positive methods, programs and
strategies to improve racial relation will be included in the video.
veaux, Ronald Tak<~ld, Evelyn HuDeHart and James Andersop. The
moderator will be Julian Bond.
Malveaux is a television and radio commentator on economic,
social and political issues.

SAFER SEX

Takaki is a professor of ethnic
studies at the University of California at Berkeley.
Hu-DeHart is a professor of history at the University of Colorado.
Anderson is dean of undergraduate studies at South Carolina State.
The moderator, Bond, has been
an active participant in the movement for civil rights, economic justice and peace.
The following major topics will
be discussed in the videoconference: recognizing potential racial
problems before they erupt; presidential rhetoric versus presidential
action; intervention versus laissez
faire strategies in promoting
change; the changing role of
minority student services administrators; factual case studies of how
colleges have forged excellent
racial climates; promoting minority
student relations; if and how the
black college experience can be
achieved in the white college setting and other topics on race relations.
Jones said she believes students
should attend this videoconference
because it is a good step in preventing future problems in race
relations.
The primary targets of the
videoconference are students, faculty and other people in the community. It is open to the public at
no cost.

Senate members focus on change
By NICHOLL A. MCGUIRE
Student government editor
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last week's elections.
Integrity party candidate Kohl
won an on-campus seat with 288
votes. Phillips also won an oncampus seat with 273 votes.
"I was happy about being reelected," Kohl said. "There was a
good voter turnout I feel the student body took an interest in
Student Government. The Student
Senate has improved enormously
due to Luke Neumann's leadership. We have done better than in
the past."
Phillips said, "I am really excited and it's a great opportunity to
start a foundation here at Eastern
and it's a great way for me to get to
know students and interact with
them."
Boths discussed future plans
they hope to accomplish while
serving in the senate. Some of
those topics include: the food service, cultural diversity, campus
repairs, and student involvement.
"The weekend format is not up
to par and we are not receiving the
same amount of food that we pay
for with the 11and18 meal plans,"
Kohl said. "Also the quality of the
food could be improved."
Phillips added the idea of cultural interaction between recognized
student organizations should be
implemented.
"I am really for interaction between minority students and other
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Wednesday, November 18,
12:00Noon
Areola Room,
University Union
Sponsored by the EIU Counse ling Center

.,

DRAFT
NITE!
Free Stu's
$$Cash$$
Until 9:30

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
Presents
John Kohl

Lance Phillips

recognized student organizations,"
Phillips said. "Before the end of
this semester, I am going to try to
talk to every recognized student
organization."
Kohl also added to Phillip's idea
of minority students interacting
with other organizations.
"The recent racial incident on
campus (involving Panther's
Lounge) shows that most people
think there are no problems in the
Afro-American community," Kohl
said. "Now, students see that it is a
problem. I think President Jorns
has took an excellent step. Now it's
time for the Student Government
to take a stand on the issue."
Phillips said, "I think that if all
students would stop going to the
bar, if not all the students at least
the minority students, until we get
an apology from the owner and

those signs are taken down. I think
the statement that was made by the
owner was more offensive than the
signs."
Kohl expressed a concern in
repairing the atmosphere of the
campus, as well as minor repairs
inside the buildings.
"Coleman Hall is in need of
being painted," Kohl said. "The
sidewalks are in need of desperate
repairs. Some things need to be
replaced or improved."
Phillips said, "Coleman hall is
inconvenient for students who
would like to use a copying machine. One copying machine should
be placed in the building."
Both Kohl and Phillips discussed how campus participation
could be improved.
"One of the main problems is
apathy among students," Kohl said.

Small Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

Medium Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

$3~~

$4~~

Additional toppings 75c;;
2 Pizzas only $6.98 - · ·

I

Susan Woods,

Dept. of Health Studies

Free Stu's Cash

~~~
···l

Incumbent candidate John Kohl
and newcomer Lance Phillips said

Eastern's own expert on
human sexuality will answer
everything you ever wanted
to know about being sexual
and safe.

Additional toppings $1.llll
2 Pizzas only $8.98

Large Pizza with
1 Free Topping onl

ANilGONE
8 pm Nov 18-21
2 pm Nov 22
on the mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
The University Ticket Office
is open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Call (217)581-3110

for Reservations

Ill li.:I
NEW
BREADSTICKS
E

with Garlic Butter
or
Sauce
Additional toppings $1 25
2 Pizzas only $10.98
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Speed lim1f ocus of council Life skills semina

By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
News editor

An ordinance that would
change the speed limits from 30
mph to 20 mph on portions of
some streets near the Charleston
square is scheduled for consideration at Tuesday's regular meeting of the Charleston City
Council.
The city douncil will meet at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the City
Council Chambers, 520 Jackson
Ave. Prior to the regular meeting, commissioners will meet in
closed session at 6:30 p.m. to
discuss pending litigation, collective negotiating matters and
the report of a professional consultant.

The ordinance before commissioners would establish a 20 mph
speed limit on the portions of the
following Charleston streets:
• Sixth Street from Jefferson
Avenue to its intersection with
Harrison Avenue.
• Seventh Street from Madison
Avenue south to its intersection
with Van Buren Avenue.
• Jackson Avenue from its
intersection with Fourth Street
east to its intersection with
Eighth Street.
• Monroe Avenue from its
intersection with Fourth Street
east to its intersection with
Eighth Street.
Mayor Wayne Lanman first
mentioned the proposed changes
at the last city council meeting

when he complained he has seen
too many motorists exceeding
the posted speed limits near the
square.
In another traffic-related issue,
the city council will consider an
ordinance prohibiting parking on
either side of 11 th Street from its
starting point to its intersection
with Cleveland Avenue from 6
p.m. to 6 a.m.
In other business, the city
council will examine a resolution
directing the city attorney and
city building inspector to take
the necessary steps in obtaining
permission and granting compensation to allow the city to
demolish a residence at 700
Fourth St.

Attendance policies regulated into one
By CHRIS KARWOWSKI and
DAVID M. PUTNEY
Staff writers

The Eastern student attendance policy outlined in the catalog has been standardized with
the university policy following a
series of changes that left both
policies stating different guidelines.
The Faculty Senate has
received communications that
the attendance policy discrepancy, first brought up during the
Sept. 22 meeting, has been eliminated.
Senate chair Ed Marlow said
he received communications
from both Terry Weidner, assoc.
vice president for Academic
Affairs and Maxine Clayton,
administrative secretary for the
president, said instead of having

different attendance policies in
the student catalog and the
Internal Governing Policy they
now have one policy.
The problem arose after a
complex series of attempts to
update the university policy was
made to make the catalog and
university policy match,
Weidner said. He added the catalog policy was changed twice
but the university policy was
changed once.
Senate member John Craft
first brought up the attendance
policy problem when he realized the policy in the student
catalog was different from the
one in the Board of Governor's
internal governing policy.
Craft said, in order to stop
potential problems, the student
catalog policy should match up
with internal governing policy.

Weidner said the university
policy would take precedence
over the catalog policy and no
problems arose from the difference.
Marlow said Lou Hencken,
acting vice president for student
affairs, sent the senate a letter
stating he has set up a committee to re-examine the textbook
rental system.
Marlow added Lou Hencken
will meet with the senate Dec. 1
to talk about the Eastern admissions policy, which would
include what the current policy
is and what possible new admission policies are available to
Eastern.
The Faculty Senate will meet
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Board
of Govorners room in Booth
Library.

to discuss safe s
By NICOLE NIEMAN
Staff writer

The seminar is a
cussion that look
at the risks and
ventative measu
that sexually acti
people can take
with what's cur~
ly (available).

"Let's talk about sex," may be
what the rap group Salt 'n Peppa
is talking about and they raise a
good point; there is not enough
discussion of sex - safe sex that is
- around the home or even on
campus.
The health studies department
is presenting a life skills seminar
entitled "Safer Sex" which will be
held at noon Wednesday in the
Areola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
"The seminar is a discussion
that looks at the risks and preventative measures that sexually
active people can take with
what's currently (available)," said
Susan Woods, professor of health
studies and teacher of human sexuality.
"Safer Sex" takes a look at the
controversies of sexual involvements and provides people with
current researched information
available about AIDS and the
statistics concerning women, as
well as homosexual men.
"The term, 'safer sex,' is
important, though it still indicates
there is always risks involved.
Students need to learn about safe
sex choices," said Bud Sanders,
director of the counseling center.
Woods said, "Condom-use
reduces the risk of pregnancy and
of AIDS."
Eastern students who are
unaware of birth control methods,
or who are afraid of the AIDS
virus and want to know more

about preventative meas
far as safe sex is conce
encouraged to attend the
to receive answers to un
questions they may hav
were always afraid to ask.
Woods said students had
to be better educated on se
"It's not just students
need to be educated). A
study...s~ys heterosexual
cans aren't-significantly
affected brl\.IDS, despi
the statistics say," Woods
Woods hopes to acco
better understanding of
and alternatives to sex at
inar Wednesday.
'-'I hope the seminar i
people to protect their liv
said.
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Bacon cheeseburger w/fries $1 99
$1 bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others $1 25
Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

TERRIFIC
Tuesdays!
DINNER FOR THREE:

Special Thanksgiving Bus ·s ervice
to Chicago Suburbs
Northbound

$4.;w
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
WITH 32 oz. OF PEPSI

Tuesdays ONLY...
348-1626
677 Lincoln
Charleston

Bus Stop Locations
EIU

University Union, north of pedestrian bridge.

Armory

Nprth and1or west side of Armory.

Northbrook Court '

NORTRAN stop on south side near Neiman-Mara.ls

Old

Orchard Mall

Extreme northeast comer of mall parking lo~ .

Woodfield Mall

PACE stop between JC Penney and Marshall Field

O.kbrook U.11

PACE stop at Marshall Fiekfs west entrance

Woodrtdgo Jewel

(2317 W. 75th St., Woodridge) North parl<ing lot

Chicago Ridge Mall

North side of Sears near Auto Service ent~

Mannon Holldliy Inn. (US 30 & 1-57) RazzMaTazz entrance on north skte

Tickets & Information

University Union Box Office
(217) 581-5122

ADVERTISE in The Daily Eastern News
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ommate problems not without alternatives
Great Roommate Swap"
tion, between semesters,
who cannot possibly tolor her roommate because
nality conflicts or annoyits.
I students said roommate
start because they did not
eh other before rooming
the first time away from
" said Michele Golden,
Hall resident assistant.
Hall is predominantly a
hall.
majority of problems on
r concern roommates,"
said.
(problems) are specific
case," said John BiernCarman Hall counselor.
en might have more trout that is not to say that
classmen do not have

i
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SARAH ANTONIO/Staff photographer
No( all room.mates are a match made in heaven, some are totally opposite, such as on being neat and the other being a slob.

k Bradley, assistant direcusing, said the matching _~' ates is done entirely by
"Students who apply early get
ith the exception of peo- matched up good," Golden said.
mutually request each
Biernbaum said, "(The housing
Most requests are pro- office) does a good job because of
omptly unless there is a the retention rate."
between the hall requestThere are approximately 5,500
ear in school.
students in university residence
students with the earliest housing. Biernbaum said about 63
deposit are the first to be percent of the eligible students
The housing office uses returned to university housing.
tionnaire on the housing
"Carman Hall has been at
'on when deciding which capacity, if not over, this semewill room together, said ster," Biernbaum said.
Bradley said the biggest proble have to realize when lems roommates encounter are the
'ster late, they are going habit of smoking, change of study
tuck with whatever hap- or sleeping habits, neat or sloppy
behaviors or differences in their
lden said.
f 43 girls on the eighth social lifestyles.
Several-stndents tlo lta\'e comCarman, 11 are making
changes for the second patibility problems.
"We have several differences.

He likes to read. I don't. I like We both don't go out on weekmath, but he hates the subject," days, like a clean room and both
said sophomore Erik Becker, like to go to bed right around
regarding his roommate. "He is midnight. Our differences are that
an English major. I am an ac- we have different friends, listen to
counting major. We aren't very slightly different music and both
compatible. Most of the time we come from different parts of the
just go about our own business." · state."
However, many students overFreshman Sean Koppe said,
come their differences to stay "My roommate and I are oppofriends.
sites, but we get along well. We
"My roommate and I have never hang around with each
some differences in musical taste, other, but there is no tension
the times we go to bed or get up between us. We both respect each
and our different accents," said other and everything goes well."
freshman Teresa Tucker. "ActualDifferences do not have to hinly, I feel sorry for my roommate der a friendship.
Kim because I am very easily
"My roommate and I are very
annoyed."
different, but we get over the difKim"'Riordan, Teresa's room- ferences sooner or later," said
mate, said, "Teresa and I have a Joann Caccamo, freshman.
Freshman Tara Setzer said, "I
few differences and similarities.

did not know my roommate
before I got to school, but we get
along great. We don't listen to the
same type of music, but we try to
find a compromising station."
Freshman Kevin Hibschman
said, "The only differences I have
with my roommate is that he
doesn't care about cleaning or
doing dishes and I do."
Many roommates are compatible and get along quite well.
"My roommate and I do not
have many differences," said
freshman Liz Marino. "We have
the same friends, enjoy the same
things and laugh at the same
jokes. Although there are disagreements at times, we always
seem to come to a compromise
and understanding."

nton, congressional Democrats ·ready to g·o to work
E ROCK, Ark. (AP) - Bill
and Democratic leaders in
Monday pledged to cooperate as
pie with the stagnant economy
nation',s other problems. "We are
go to work, ~aid the presidente Majority Lea~r Richard
t agreed that after 12 years of
government, "Gridlock is over
peration and teamwork have
Despite the vows of cooperation,
a joint news conference, neither
or the lawmakers offered a list of
legislation that would be passed
the Democratic era that begins
going to try to do as much as
as we can. I can't say which will
pass in 100 days," said the presict, who is travelling to
ton this week for the first time
election. He hastened to add, "I
a hurry."
'te the deficit, Clinton said he

would make good on his campaign
promise of tax breaks for the middle class.
He said the tax burden has been stacked
against these citizens in the past 12 years.
He also said he would press ahead with
plans to lift a ban on homosexuals in the
military despite opposition from military
leaders and Sen. Sam Nunn, an influential
Georgia Democrat. Clinton said he would
consult with opponents in working out the
details.of his policy.
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, and Vice
President-elect Al Gore had dinner
Sunday night with Gephardt, House
Speaker Thomas Foley and Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell. Today'snews conference was a morning-after declaration to the nation that the administration and lawmakers will work together.
Said Foley, D-Wash., "The election has
brought a renewal of the country's confidence." Mitchell, D-Maine, said the dinner at the Arkansas governor's mansion
was a "good, friendly, informative and
productive" session.

New Items
In Stock!
- Hacky Sacks
- Grateful Dead
StickersOPEN
- Beads, Crystals
.- 10 p.m. and assorted jewelry

On specifics, Clinton, joined by
Mitchell, spoke favorably of Foley's proposal for a compromise on line-item veto
legislation. Clinton wants to be able to
kill individual spending items within larger appropriations bills, and many
Democrats have long resisted. Foley is
proposing a watered-down right in which
a veto of a specific spending item could
be overridden by a majority of lawmakers.
Clinton's inauguration on Jan . .20 will
mark the first time in a dozen years that
one political party has held the White
House and both houses of Congress. The
Democrats commanded a majority of the
House for the entire Reagan and Bush
administrations, and held control in the
Senate for six of those 12 years, as well.
In his opening remarks, Clinton said he
and the Democratic congressional leaders
had agreed they could "make government
work again." As he did last week at his
first post-election news conference,
Clinton cautioned against any expectation
of quick miracles as he tackles the

nation's problems.
But he said he and Democratic leaders
have a common commitment to "raising
income and getting our economy moving
again," as well as working together to
control health care costs and widen health
insurance coverage.
The news conference marked the beginning of a busy week for Clinton, who has
spent much of the time since his Nov. 3
election closeted with aides for private
discussions about the transition.
On Wednesday, he will fly aboard an
Air Force jet to Washington for two days
of meetings, his first visit to the capital
since his election.
He will meet privately at the White
House with President Bush, and hold sessions with an expanded group of congressional leaders.
Hillary Clinton will pay a get-acquainted visit to the White House , where
Barbara Bush will provide a tour of the
living quarters.
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RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN ,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
12111

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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GUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
~~-------12111
T's Expert Keys . Typing. Free
pick-up
and
delivery
in
Charleston . Same day service
available. Call 348-0627.
~--------11/20
STUDENTS. GET THE BEST!
RESUMES, TYPING, COPIES.
CHARLESTON , COPY X. 219
LINCOLN AVE. (Across from
CREDIT UNION ONE) 345-6313.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _12111

Tutor for 8th grade student on
Thurs. around 4 or 4:30. EL ED
or SPEED major. Ph. 967-5303
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11/20
CRUISE $HIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday , Summer and
Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1212
CHILD CARE OPPORTUNITIES: Pre-screened families
from coast to coast looking for
caring individuals to spend a
year as a live-in childcare
provider. $150-$300/week,
room & board, and airfare
included . Call Childcrest: 1
(800) 574-8889.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17

SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL

HELP WANilD
WANilD
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLEASERS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST &.. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

~~~~-~~~~11/17

Male subleaser Sp93 2 Bdrm Apt
own Bdrm close to campus .
$195.00 utilities included . 3487097.
-------~-11/20
Needed Female Subleaser
Spring 93. Nice house, own
room, rent $150.00/mo. 1/2 utilities. Call Angie 345-9723.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /20
Subleaser needed to rent immediately or Spring 93 . Share 3
bdrm apt. Have your own room .
Lg, util are low, cheap rent. Call
348-8642
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /23

---~----11/24

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the
Hottest Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
SPRINGBREAKERS. Promote
our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
Trips. Campus Marketing. 800423-5264

2 Male ROOMMATES Needed
for Spring-own room, close to
campus, pool table. $140.00 mo.
Andy 348-5686.
11/30 =
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Wanted : Female Subleaser
Spring/93. University Court
2br/2bath, not expensive. Shelbi
8029.

extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home . All materials provided.
Send SASE to National Distributors P.O. Box 9643 Springfield,
MO 65801. Immediate response.

for Spring 93. $170/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Free cable. Please call
ASAP 348-1819
~--------1 1 /20
Female roommate needed for
spring. Own room. $140/mo. Call
Kim. 345-4989.
~-----~~-11/17
Two women needed to share
house for Spring semester. Own
room, washer/dryer. $140/mth +
utilities. 348-0289
11 /18

SOUTH PADRE ISLKND
5

;ma

l NIGHTS

DAYTONA BEACH
5 AND 7 N/CHTS
PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

2 5 AND l NIGHTS

F -EM_A_L_E_R~
O~
O-M_M_A_T_E_N_E-EDED

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
Party!
TOLL FHE INFORMATION &RESERVATIONS

Male subleaser needed for SP93.
Lincolnwood Apts. Ph. 348-0834.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

1·800·321·5911
, , ! ,... '

_,)"t

Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D Credit

Check number _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students wijh valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1Ocents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Quantum Leap

Rescue 911

Reasonable
Doubts
Dateline
NBC
News
Tonight
D.Letterman

Movie: Overkill

News
M"A"S"H
Inside Edition

Full House
Mr. Cooper
Roseanne
Coach
Going to
Extremes
News
Love Connection

THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a life skills se
Wednesday in the Areola room of the University Union. "S
sented by Susan Woods - Eastern's own expert on human
answer everything you ever wanted to know about being
safe.
HAITI CONNECTION, ALPHA Phi Omega, Andrew HaU
have a hunger banquet from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Tuesd
Hall Basement. Students $3 or $2 with a canned good. N
or $4 with a canned good. Profits benefit Charleston f
school in Kobonal, Haiti. It's not too late, call Beth at 581
ets.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have Prime Time (a
ing) at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lumpkin 17. Everyone is we
OASIS WILL HAVE a social activity at 6 p.m. Tuesday
Lanes. come early or late. All adult students welcome!
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY will have a mee
Tuesday in Coleman Hall 229. Conviser Duffy will be
pizza afterwards. Casual dress.
NRHH WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the
All alums are welcomeEIU DANCERS WILL have an important meeting at 7 p.
McAfee Dance Studio. Pictures will be taken - please wear
dances will be assigned.
PHI BETA SIGMA will have rent-a-Sigma sign-ups from 8
Wednesday in Coleman Hall. For more info. contact the ·
345-6784.
""'~
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wilLhave recohciliation
p.m. in the Newman Chapel.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes (FCA) wjll have a
ing at 9 p.m. Tuesday in the Lantz Club room . Extra sp ·
die leader EIU cross-country coach John Mcinerney; co
give FCA a try!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any non-profit, or money-raising event. All Clips should be
The Daily Eastern News office by noon one business
date of the event. Example: an event schedule for Thurs
submitted as a Campus clip by noon Wednesday. (Th
deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips
deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken
Clip that is )llegible or contains conflicting information will

r

3t More
unpredictable
1 "Thanks - - ! "
35Causea
5 Data-converting
ho-hum
device
37 Rake
10 First victim
39 Papal headgear
14Arp's art
40 Actor Jeff's
dental work?
15 Houston's The
43 Walking - Summit, e.g .
(elated)
18 Winning margin
44 Raison d ' - 17 Count calories
45 Orgs. of sorts
18 Golf great
48 Aunts, in Aries
t•Bag type
48Mediocre
so Jeanne d'Arc,
20ActorTom's
e.g.
vacation?
51 Wine combiner
23 Bus. degree
53 Degs. for trestle
24Chris
builders
attachment
55Actress
25 Cakes' partner
Kathleen's old
28 Eight in 9 Down
master?

Under Classification of: - - -- -- - - - -- - -

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 :00
11:30

Rooms for Rent-W
Jan.-May Lease (or
Ninth St. Pat Novak.
3772.

ACROSS .

Ao FORM

ocheck

Bf

..... •f29

t2thAnnual

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

D Cash

... 1

S 4ND J NIGHTS

Name: _ __________ ____~

Payment:

., . . srog
. ,. s 61

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORT ARANSAS
5 AND J NIGHTS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND

FOR SPRING. $155 PER MO.
OWN ROOM IN TWO BEDROOM APT. CALL 348-7066.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/20

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

PRICES FOR STAY-NOT PER NIGHT!

Female subleaser for SP93
and/or Summer 93. Apt. across
from Science Building. 348-1 871
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/24
Need a place to live during the
spring semester? Watch the Daily
Eastern News Classifieds for
available accommodations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

Expansion
Draft

Murder, She
Wrote
Boxing

Movie: The
Delta Force

83 Not written
65 Lanchester or
Maxwell
88 Helicopter part
67 Soprano
Ponselle
&a Genuine
89 Cancels the
dele
70 Spot

35

40

DOWN
1 Offer an
afterthought
2 Secular
3 Baltic Sea
feeder
4Ryan's
daughter
s " - - in Rome,"
Burton film
... 8Calvados
neighbor
.... 7These are
worse than cees
8 Stage
9 Prado's locale
"' 10 Heartburn
cures: Var.
11 Bravos'
opposites
12 Ferrara family
13 Grant's
adversary
2t Nigerian native
22Stati - (United States)
25 Monastic title

43
46

85
68

n

Doone of fiction
21 Of a Great Lake
nNylons
•Deposes
32 Plummer and
Ferrer, e.g.
33 Build a building
34 Lesser civet
39 Publisher's
article
38 Zaragoza's river
41 March 17 color

Nova
Frontline

Movie: Starman
Movie: Eight
Men Out

MacGyver

Night Court
Street Justice

Being Served?
Movie

41"--the
• ramparts .. _."
a2"Tobe--to
be "
54 Saw at night

as Two cities' story

57Flock
mallar
saAgait
59Amor,
Aristo
eoHarsh
81 " ...

-

se Major or Minor

TerraX
Treasure Hunters

Little House
Bonanza

New Europeans

SportsCenter

47 Scoffs

Star Trek
Thirtysomething Cheers
Studs

•.

Invention
Next Step
Secrets of
the Deep
TerraX

Combat
Racquet Squad
ovie

~rofiles..

t

'82 Camaro fair condition $1, 100
OBO. Call Karen at 345-6199

~--:--::-:=-12111
speakers-$60. b-ball
ard-$30. Over-under
er-$75. 1Oa-2p. 34512111

~F=B""l/:;-:U-;.s=--.--;:;S:-;::E""'z=E
I D 89

ES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
EDES, $100; 65 MUS. FREE lnformation-24
!line. 801-379-2929
llL14KJC
~::-:--:-----:-11/24

- Various styles and
zes 9-14 $50 or best
189.

12111
""D:-:A:-:-:1N""'T::-:E::-:R:-:C:-:E::-:.PT0 R
INCLUDES ACCE~
MUST SEEi $1,600.
348-1953
~---,--,--12111
motorcycle batteries
up. Free testing. Batalists. 1519 Madison.
(8658).
11/3,5, 10, 12, 17, 19,24,
rnalives at "HUGE"
t Stuff, Cybergenics,
Universal. NO ONE
lessl Free Catalog.
!tractions, Inc. 80011/20
$60.
wer only $80. CD's
348-8516
12111
r:-:-:Bl::-:K=Es=-:--=c=--a-n-nondale
w $1150.00 asking
Diamond Back Apex
Fugi, $225.00. 348-

~o-ve_n_f;-o-r-s.,..;al...,...e,

i'-:--,--...,---.,-12111
la bed, good condi• rocker chair $30. Call
Leave message.
-7==--=,---=11 /20
n l TD Plus 7-piece
Wilson superlite bag,
for $130. 581-5440
11/18
"--"°"H:-:::R""'s""'
i .:r=:-M.,-.,A""'s=-"';;:p A &
ake handmade stone
custom imprinted
bols, animals. Ever: must be. 581-5645
11/20

~c,....les-ne_w_a_n....,.d used.

ttoon $699.95. Aeral $549.95. X'mas Ln Tues-Saturday, 8-

-~---,---:--~_11/17

'86 Chevy Cavalier, Red, 2DR,
Low miles, excellent condition,
removable stereo, $2800.00
OBO. Call 581-5498
~~------12111
FOR SALE: WALL UNIT WITH
ADJUSTABLE SHELVES ($65).
MUST SELL. CALL LYN AT 5818091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
For Sale: Sony 5 disk C.D. player
with remote $130. Call 348-5465
-~-~-~--12111

1987 Ford Escort Gl. 1 owner, 4
speed, air $2100-bought a new
car must sell. 345-4471

LOST: GOLD BRACELET. HAS
GREAT SENTIMENTAL VALUE.
IF FOUND CONTACT RACHEL
54841
:----~--:--~~-11/18
Lost: A Red and A Pink folder
with class notes left in Buzzard
Bldg. Please leave at Daily Eastern News Office!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
Found a wallet belonging to Clint
Koester. Claim at Panther's
lounge'.
:-----;----,.,.--...,---,-;---'""7'711 /18
Lost checkbook, blue, on Monday
11-16. Name Jeff Morrison. If
found please call 345-1395 and
leave message. Reward if found.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19

Students, Students, StudentsRunning low on cash, want a
great meal at a great deal??
Catch K.F.C.'s three piece dinner
for 2.39 every Tuesday.
_ _ca11/3, 1O,17,24, 1211,8, 11
Looking for the Perfect Gift? Call
AVON 348-1873
,..,..------.,..----,--11 /18
Have you started to glow in the
Dark. Is there any sign of a tan
~ine irtthe whole-apt-Are tile c01d~
and clouds getting you down.
Take a short vacation at
Jamaican Tan, 4-9, 348-0357 .
Check out our group T-shirt
prices.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Phi Sigma Sigma Informal Rush!
Wednesday, Nov. 18 and Thursday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. For more
information or rides call Leslie at
581-6743.

Rush Phi Sigma Sigma! Rush Phi
Sigma Sigma! Rush Phi Sigma
Sigma! Rush Phi Sigma Sigma!
~=.,--,,,--,---,----,,--11/18

KERRY: Get ready for dinner with
your terrific parents. We are so
proud of you. let's celebrate! PHI
SIG and SIGMA PI Love, TRACY
and BRANDON
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
AMY DURKIN: Thanks for a !unfilled weekend! Did you bring
those handcuffs home for what's
that name ... ?? love Your First
Roomie
-------:---11/17
DAISY AND BABBS: CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING LAVALIERED FOR ONE MONTH
TODAY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Congratulations to the new Panhellenic Council Officers! Love,
Jr. Panhel
=-=--,-----=---,---11 /17
DZ Pledges: Good luck on your
National Test-you guys will ACE
it! Love, your DEE ZEE MAN,
Nick
.,,,-----,---,,---:---:---11 /17
Congratulations to the Ladies of
Phi Beta Chi on your chapterization ! Love, Jr. Panhel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Congratulations to the new Sigma
Pi IFC members: Chad BandyPresident, Steve Larson-Treasurer, and R.J . Wood-Secretary .
GREAT JOB!!
•
·
-o=----=-=c~---11/17
JEN JAMES-Good job on the
football banner! We appreciate
your hard work, and it definitely
paid off! Love, your Delta Zeta
sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

Stephanie Crase, you're the best
sis in the whole world. love,
"Boones."
=c---=-:--~--:---:---:--11 /17
Tina Tabar: Thanks for the great
weekend! If you're lucky, maybe
we'll have many more like it!
Guess Who!
~~~~~-,--~~11117
CARA MCKEOWN: CONGRATULATIONS
ON
GETTING
ENGAGED TO JOE!! NOW GIVE
ME MY MONEY! LOVE, TAMARA
~-------11/17
Congrats to Dean and to the Phi
Delts on Colonization . Keep up
the good work. Shane
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
SIGMA PI would like to Congratulate their brothers for becoming
1993 Greek Week Co-Chairs ...
Chad Bandy-Greek Sing ... Mike
Wombacher-Booklet...Steve Larson-Auditor... Mike Hampton-Spirit
and Activities .. . and Boyd Bradshaw for overall Co-Chair.
11/17
S~A~N~D~LE~S~a-n~d~l~E~G~O~:~Damn

Sam, I have NO STRESS!
Thanks for everything last week-I
love you guysl Friday 4:00-0H
NO! A-Phi Love, McQueen
~,..-,-,-~,----,-~=,--,11/17

SIG KAPS and DATES: Only 4
more days until FORMAL! Get
fired up for a great weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
MONIQUE, Happy 21st birthday!
I am· really glad we got back
together. love your forever, John
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
CRAIG HANSON-Your favorite
Delta Zeta house girls miss you.
Please come visit us before you
graduate I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

RESUMES
For more info. call 581-2812

Eastern News

Subscription Form
Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:

City:
Phone:
Date:

Renew: - - -

New:

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer

- -Fall

$16

__
. Spring _ _Full Year
--$32

$32

$60

Cash _ _Check - -

Amount Paid $
Make checks payable to:

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Name:
Address:
City:

State: ___ Zip:

Phone:

Calvin and Hobbes
PJ~ .

The
Daily

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
STEAVE TWIETMEYER FOR
BEING DELT OF THE WEEK!
~----,-----,---,---11 /17
Congratulations to the Lambda
Chi Alpha Brothers of the WeekM ITCH GIBBSON and TODD
HASTEY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

Student Publications now offers a
resume service to the Students, Staff
and Faculty of Eastern.

LooK. \.IC>BBES, I GOT A
PI\\ l'{T · B'< · t·Nt.\BERS I< \T !
1rs REAU..'I

THANK YOU LAURA Dill FOR
BEING A WONDERFUL SWEETHEART, YOUR THE BEST!
LOVE THE DELTS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Delta Chis and Alpha Garns: we
had a great time at the Beach
Bash. The Delta Sigs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

by Bill Watterson

BIJT '{O\JRE NOi Pf>..\\'lTl\'lG
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ELL SHORT
~VE LONG'
's the 1 for $1 deal!
he Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

. s::-

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

~'Re IN /.IJCJ<. !
A BfACH RJU-

O'SA81E6! ~~
tR,80Y, ~A\
a-1,BOY,,.

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
$1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDWISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN@
,.--------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

: (one word per line)

· cation of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
_ _ _ _Compos~or_ _ __
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N ws' Athletes of the Week

Panther's

TONIGHT!

Bersey paces women•s·swim team
By MATI MAHARG
Staff writer

First place finishes in the 400yard individual medley and 200yard butterfly earned Kim
Beasey of the women's swimming team athlete of the · week
honors from The Daily Eastern
News.
Beasey finished with a time of
4:54 in the 400 Individual
Medley and 2: 13 in the 200-yard
butterfly for first-place honors in
those events. She also had a time
of 2: 18 in the 200 Individual
Medley, good for second place.
Beasey swam these events with
eight other teams on hand at the
Lantz Pool, making the scene
rather crowded.
"I am beginning to like the
dual meets better because it's a
little less pressure that's
involved," she said.
Last season, Beasey swam the
500 and 1,000-yard freestyles
sometimes, bu.t those events
weren't something she specialized in.

50(t

Beasey's normal events are
the 400 and 200 Individual
Medley's and the 200-yard butterfly.
"'I swam those for two years at
Vincennes," said Beasey, who
also had eight All-American
honors while at Vincinnes, but
says it's going to be harder to be
an All-American at Eastern.
"I'd 'ike to, but your time has
to be much faster at this level if
you 're trying to be an AllAmerican," she said. "If I had
more than one _year left it might
be a possibility, but this is my .
.~
last year, so I doubt it."
By the end of the season in
April, Beasey would like to take
• roughly six to eight seconds off
her events, something she sees as
KimBeasey
a strong possibility.
"In my events, it's not that
"Last year, we were short on
people so coach (Ray) Padovan hard, because I'm not a sprinter,"
had me swimming those long Beasey said.
distance events, but this year is
Beasey will get a chance to
different because we have a lot improve on her times Saturday
of other people who are capable when Eastern hosts St. Louis
of swimming the 500 and 1,000- University in a dual meet at
yard freestyles."
·
lp.m. at Lantz Pool.
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Castillo has career game for .football
By MATI MAHARG
Staff writer

Because of his 211 yards rushing against Western Kentucky,
Eastern running back Edson
Castillo has been named the
Daily Eastern News Player of
the Week.
"I'm going to remember this
the rest of my life," Castillo said.
"It's a great way to close my
career."
Ca-stillo drew praise from
head coach Bob Spoo on his
career as a running back at
Eastern Illinois.
"He's always been a great
team player and the most reliable
player I've ever been associated
with," Spoo said.
Castillo managed to gain over
1,000 yards in his career at
Eastern despite being hampered
by injuries at times.
"It really hasn't sunk in yet,"
Castillo said. "It started off as a
frustrating year and for it to end
up in my favor is just an incredible feeling."
"Had he been able to stay
injury free, I bet he would'v~
gained two or three-thousand
yards in his career here," Spoo
said.

that were more important to
Spoo.
"I was glad to see him have
the kind of day he did against
Western Kentucky, but Northern
Iowa was a much stronger opponent for us and he really contributed greatly to' our chances of
winning that game with those
102 yards," Spoo said.
The coaching"staff•had- great ' ;
expectations for Castillo back in
1989, and he fulfilled those
expectations by playing consistent whether he was a starter or
not.
"He first had to play behind
Jamie Jones for awhile, but even
then he always was a team player and also showed he was a
good receiver," Spoo said.
Edson Castillo
" I'm just glad to see him
. Castillo came to the program leave here on a good note with
in 1989 and started playing his these last two games, because he
freshman year.
just played outstanding."
"He proved to us he was good
Castillo's dad was also in
enough his first year to earn
attendance the last two games. It
playing time and really was a
was the first collegiate games he
productive member of the team,"
was able to see because of his
Spoo said.
resturant in.Florida.
Although the 211 yards
"He never gor to see me play
against Western Kentucky looks
because of his resturant,"
impressive, it was the 102 Castillo said. "Just to look up in
Castillo gained in the Panthers'
the stands an dsee all my parents
21-15 win over Northern Iowa
there was a gr~at feeling."

3-PIEC
DINNE

$225'"H1

3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed pot~toes & gravy, creamy cole s
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE
LUNCH

2-pc. chicken, m
potatoes & gra
slaw & 1 bisc

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Bowe may face Foreman next fight
LONDON (AP) - Lennox Lewis wants Riddick
Bowe. He mighty have to settle for Frank Bruno.
Lewis, the No. 1 contender for the world heavyweight title, went to Las Vegas confident that he
would fight the winner of the Bowe-Evander
Holyfield bout.
But the scenario has changed after Bowe's unanimous, 12-round victory over Holyfield on Saturday
night. Bowe's manager, Rock Newman, suggested
the new champion might first make a voluntary

I

TONIGHT AT

.

defense against 43-year-old George Foreman.
Where does that leave the unbeaten Lewis, who
stopped Razor Ruddock in the second round in
London on Oct. 31 in what was billed as a title elimination bout by the WBC? Waiting in the wings,
again.
"The situation is absolutely, completely crazy,"
Lewis' manager, Frank Maloney, said Monday. "We
went to Vegas expecting to fight Holyfield or Bowe.
Now Rock Newman is trying to sidestep us."

Flat Tops,
Clipper Cutting,
Hair Replacement,
Perms

THIRSTY S

FREE

20oz.

BEARS CUP

2ooz.

DRAFTS

10~

Call for an appointment with Terry or Shelly
I /2 Block North of Square on 7th Street in Charleston
A

-

· - - - - --

U basketbal I team
ances its program
te: This is the third part
s previewing the Eastern
basketball team's Midt Conference opponents
2-93 season.

gorio.

a 19-9 season last year and
ord the year before that,
Penguins have had nothow for it, being looked
th times by the NCAA
t selection committee. A
son for this was that
wn State played as an
nt during those seasons
no chance to win a postnference tournament.
w the Lady Penguins at
e a chance of securing an
bid to the tournament by
. the Mid-Continent
e in its inaugural year of
women's sports.
w have a chance to coma conference crown and
utomatic bid going to the
tinent Conference this
at's an added incentive to
and every time out,"
·o said. "This is a tough
one that we are certainto be associated with."
y Penguins will be hard
repeat the success of the

last two years, losing three key
players off of last season's squad
including leading scorer and
rebounder Donna Wertz. Also
graduated are Dianne Rappach and
Jeanna Rex.
Wertz averaged 16.2 points and
8.2 rebounds a game from the forward position. The guards,
Rappach and Rex, both averaged
over eight points a game while
leading a Younstown State offense
which averaged 77 points a game.
But stepping up to fill that void
will be five seniors including two
with starting experience. Rachel
Cowley and Donna Djorovic
return after playing key roles on
last year's team. Cowley averaged
11.6 points a game and handed out
a team high 117 assists. Djorovic
was the second leading rebounder
averaging 6.8 per game, and averaged over 10 points a game.
The other seniors that
..J?iGregorio hopes will step up are
- forwards Sharella Thomas and
Natalie Miller and guard Tiffany
. Adams. All three played important
supporting roles for the Lady
Penguins last season.
Also returning is sophomore
Kristi Echelberry who averaged
9.7 points a game as a freshman.
Eastern has never faced
Youngstown State. The two will
meet for the first time on Jan. 9 at
Eastern for an 8:30 p.m. game and
again in Youngstown, Ohio Feb.
13 at 7 p.m.

imming
Padov~n

aststroke behind teamather Hofman who had
f2.35.55 .
en's team had a more
time on Saturday. They
last in the six-team
t was dominated by the
sity of Evansville.
le took first place with
points.
Vincennes
ity finished a distant
ith 476 pointh":
events, their best finthird in the 200 fre;Style
The men also finished
the 400 freestyle relay,
problems in the medley
Their lack of depth
in the seventh place fine 400 medley relay and
place finish in the 200
relay.
ar as the guys, we don't
lot of flexibility,"

s3id. _"I didn) f~!, we
swam poorly: we were just a little bit thin. Basically the men's
team is just a fairly small team."
Individual efforts for the
men's squad include Junior
Brian Huey's fourth place finish
in the 400 individual medley
and a fifth place finish in the
100 backstroke. Junior Brett
Killus finished fifth in the 1650
freestyle.
"A lot of times we swim well
on overall depth with second,
third and fourth place finishes,"
Padovan said. " This year it's
just a matter of getting through
the best we can."
In the diving events, freshman
Mark Donahue finished fourth
in the one and three meter
events. For the women, Karen
Adkins finished sixth in the one
meter event and fourth in the
three meter event right in front
of teammate Tammy Zabloudil.

ff et - Buffet - Buffet
TUESDAY
-Spaghetti
-Pizza
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar
L YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY

$4.49

plus tax

ildren 10 & under eat for $2

ERRY'S PIZZA
345-2844

Mccaa ready for final year
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

Karen Mccaa knows that
some things are more important
than basketball.
Growing up in a sports-oriented family in Indiana, McCaa
learned from her mother and
father the type of family values
that are becoming more and
more rare these days.
She enjoyed success in basketball and softball during her days
back in Columbus, Ind., and she
continued her basketball career
at Eastern. But all those things
took a back seat when it was discovered that her father, Bill, had
lung cancer.
Bill McCaa is the football
coach at the local high school
and was also a member of
Indiana University 's only Rose
Bowl team in 1967. When he
was stricken by the disease, it
made Karen realize something.
"It was kind of hard seeing my
dad, a big strong football guy,
sitting there going through this,"
Mccaa said. "It makes you realize what's really important in
life."
Bill Mccaa has almost completely recovered from his bout
with cancer and is going on with
his life.
Karen said that her family has
always been a source of strength
that she has been able to draw
JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
upon.
"My dad is great, he helps me Senior guard Karen McCaa dribbles the ball up court during at a
keep things in perspective. My Lady Panther practice in Lantz Gym Monday. Eastern tips off the seawhole family has been so sup- son Sunday with a 5 p.m. exhibition against Czechoslovakia.
portive of me, they are really the to regain her shot that she said to relate to everybody," Hilke
best," Mccaa said. "My morn she had trouble with last season.
said. "In fact, she gets teased
and dad will be at every game
"I worked really hard over the sometimes about being 'the Allth~s- ~a4 , n9 matt~J: ,v.\bei;:e jt is.
summer and the coaches have American kid."'
Over my career they've probably worked with me on my shot.
That nickname doesn't offend
missed only two or three games." Hopefully, I'll be able to put the Mccaa at all.
Mccaa is a senior guard on ball in the hole more this year,"
"It doesn't bother me, I think
this year's Lady Panther team she said.
it's kind of a nice compliment,"
and is also a co-captain. She is
As a junior McCaa started in McCaa said. "Our team loves to
one of only two seniors on the only four games compared 21 tease each other, we just like
squad along with Sherie! Brown. the year before. She still aver- having fun. We're so close that
Even though the team is filled aged four points and two we can tease each other about
with freshmen and first-year rebounds a game. McCaa also anything."
players, McCaa said the team has likes shooting the long one.
McCaa's choice to come to
grown into another family of Almost half of her field goal Eastern was arrived at a little difhers.
attempts last year were from ferently than most people. She
"I'm excited about this year," behind the three-point line. She was in attendance for Eastern 's
McCaa said. "The new kids are converted on more than 28 per- thrilling 80-79 come-fromfitting in great and have become cent of them.
behind win over Illinois State in
part of the family. In fact, you
"She has a tremendous corn- the 1988 Gateway Conference
can't even call them new kids petitive desire and is a great Championship game.
anymore. The team isn't divided shooter," Lady Panther coach
"There was just something
into the juniors and seniors and Barb Hilke said. "She wants the special that attracted me to
the new kids. They're just part of ball late in the game and wants Eastern when I watched that
the team."
to take that last shot."
game. And then when I came and
McCaa is _coming off of a
One of McCaa's favorite visited it I loved the coaches and
thumb injury that required a aspects of being on the team is the people," Mccaa said. "I've
metal pin to be placed in it. But getting to know her teammates.
never regretted it, I would come
since the surgery she has started
"Karen's strength is her ability here again in a heartbeat."

'l1ie Cultural 'Diversity Commi.ttee proudly presents
tlie first Cecture of tlie One 9{p.tion: Many 'Voices 1992-1993 series:

Dr. Mary

F. Berry
Controversial
Civil Rights
Commissioner
Wednesday November 18, 1992
Grand Ballroom, 7pm ·
Free and open to the public - a reception will follow the lecture

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer
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For Eastem's swim teams, this
weekend's third annual EIU
Panther Invite did not produce the
results they were looking for.
The women's squad finished
only 13 points behind Evansville
University, the winners of the
invite . Both teams far outdistanced the rest of the field of
seven, with 146 points separating
second place Eastern and third
place St. Louis University. The
men's team finished in last place.
The women 's squad did fairly
well in team events. It finished
second in both the 400 medley
relay and in the 400 freestyle
relay. It took third place honors in
the 200 freestyle relay and in the
200 medley relay.
"The women have a large team
and they are fairly balanced," said
head coach Ray Padovan who is
in his 27th year as head coach of
Eastern's men's swimming and
diving team and his 14th year as
head coach of the women's squad.
Highlights for the women's
squad include a one-two finish for
Eastern in the 200 individual
medley. Maridee Hisgen finished

Women's swimming co-captain Ronae Scheuer c~mpetes in the butterfly event during this weekend's EIU Panther Invitational at Lantz
women finished second out of seven teams while the men finished last out of six teams.
first with a time of 2: 17.44, and
Beasey, a senior from Frontier
"Kim is one of our main peoright behind her was Kim Beasey high school in Reynolds, Ind., ple," Padovan said. "She is very
taking second place, 1.25 seconds also took first in the 400 individu- exc~ptional in the butterfly."
behind Hisgen.
al medley and in the 200 butterfly.
Senior Jamey Meneley finished

Drafted again?
Royer waits for expansion draft
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

For former Eastern baseball
player and current St. Louis
Cardinals' product Stan Royer,
Tuesday's expansion draft
could decide his near future in
the major leagues.
The expansion draft is set for
Tuesday, between major league
baseball's newest teams, the
Colorado Rockies and the
Florida Marlins. The draft will
be televised on ESPN starting
at l p.m. and ending at 6 p.m.
Will Royer be planted in his
recliner in his home in
Springfield seeing which team
will possibly give him a
chance?
"I was going to watch (the
draft), but I think the best thing
for me do rather than throw
things at the T.V. is to go out
and get some running around
done," Royer joked.
Royer, who was not originally on the Cardinals' 15-man
protected list, said that he did
have plans to stay in and watch
the draft, but he said that he
doesn't expect to leave St.
Louis. The rule of the draft that
leaves Royer to believe that
he'll remain a Cardinal is such
that each National League team
can protect three additional
players after the first two
rounds while each American
League get to protect four players.
"I have a gut feeling I won't
be taken in the first round, but
I'll be protected in the second
rounds," Royer said. "But
nobody is going to say anything. It's all speculation. I

the (Cardinals' organization)
kept Brewer because some
· other team wanted him and
they wanted to trade him.
"It's good for Galarraga.
Maybe Don Baylor (current
manager of the Rockies and
former batting instructor for St.
Louis) liked what he saw in
him."
Royer has been in the
Cardinals' organization since
1988 when he was acquired
from the Oakland A's in a deal
that sent Willie McGee to
Oakland and Royer and outfielder Felix Jose to St. Louis.
Since then, he has spent the
majority of his playing days in
Louisville, the minor league
triple-A affiliate of the
Stan Royer
Cardinals.
talked to my agent (Monday)
He was called up to the
and he said there was no talk of major leagues the last couple
anything."
years when the major league
Royer believes that he has rosters were expanded to 40
proven himself as a major players on the first of
league ball player.
September.
"Deep down, I think I ought
As far as what Royer has
to be in the major leagues been doing in his free time, he
somewhere," Royer said. "I've and Tim Hullet, an infielder for
had good seasons down in the Baltimore Orioles, are
Louisville and I've had good spending time building an
months while I was called up in indoor batting cage, which the
St. Louis."
two work out at and take batBut a starting job for Royer ting practice. They also hold
may be out of the question. batting clinics that are open to
One of the players that the the public.
Cardinals did protect was first
Former Eastern Illinois star
baseman Rod Brewer. Also, the Kevin Seitzer is not eligible for
Colorado Rockies have taken the expansion draft as he is a
action in the free agent market free agent. Free agents are not
by signing former Cardinals eligible for the draft, but are
first
baseman
Andres still able to be signed. Seitzer
Galarraga.
played third base for the
"That protected list doesn't Milwaukee Brewers throughout
have all that much to do with the 1992 season. The Brewers
the draft," Royer said. "Maybe went on to win over 90 games.

Seve.n.-time lo
sliould not ret
What ever happened to the old saying
"three strikes and you're out," or is it eight
strikes and you 're out?
It certainly isn't three strikes with Steve
Howe. For some reason I just can't figure out,
Howe is back in the major leagues.
Baseball and ·arbitrator George Nicolau
have let him back into the major leagues for
the seventh time. Not once, not twice, not
three times, but seven times!
' How much money is Steve Howe bribing
these people with. That's what it has to be Ken
doesn't it? What other possible reason would Ryan
they let a seven-time convicted drug user back - - - •
for.
They say this is his last chanc~.. but who are they try·
I'm certainly not going to buy if this "time. In my opinio
way Steve Howe will be permanently banned from base
day he dies.
Which maybe isn't a bad idea for someone who is stup
to blow opportunity after opportunity.
A player who gets caught using or dealing illegal d
not be reinstated no matter what. ·
Drugs are illegal, plain and simple.
I don't think a person should get a warning. There isn
in this world who doesn't know that drugs are illegal. It is
that part of recovering from an addiction is to get a chance
their lives. But that is a bunch of crap if you ask me. I'
one, maybe once, but if the person doesn't take advantage
there is no way he should be given yet another chance.
Steve Howe was a fine major league pitcher and had th
to be a big star and make millions of dollars. What does
statement do to all of the people who idolize major league
This just gives the message to young kids across Arne ·
look, a major league baseball player can use drugs all he
he won't even be punished." Just a little slap on the hand
fines that he can certainly handle with a baseball contract.
Baseball is heading in the wrong direction and this
example is just one reason I believe that. The big pro
money owners are paying the players, but I could talk a
days, so I won't get into that.
Baseball banned two of the best players to ever put on
"Shoeless" Joe Jackson and Pete Rose from baseball
entering the Hall of Fame, for in my opinion, lesser offen
they let this seven-time loser back.
Go figure.
- Kai Ryan is a s&aff writer for the Oaily Eastern New!
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